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2Agenda
> Day 1
• Welcome and Goals
• Keynote
• Platform Sessions (8)
• Breakout 1 - Building on NDSs: Gaps and Opportunities
• Other Projects
• Day 1 Wrap-Up
• Demonstrations over Cocktails 
> Day 2
• Vision for a National Data Services Framework
• Breakout 2 - Statements for a Declaration from the Community
3Welcome & Goals
4Who Are We?
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5Research Data Canada
> Vision
• Canadians have access to national and international collections of publicly-funded research 
data.
> Mission
• Work with stakeholders to ensure research data is re-usable in support of innovation that 
benefits all Canadians.
> Strategies
• Facilitate the development of a collection of integrated National Data Services that support 
researchers through all stages of the research lifecycle and promote compliance. 
• Focus on enabling activities – increasing stakeholder alignment, promoting support for data 
reusability and/or addressing gaps in enabling technologies.
• Facilitate international collaboration.
6Why RDC?
> Broad stakeholder group
> Facilitate conversations
> Clarify key issues
> Highlight priorities/strategies
> Engage internationally
7NDS/NDSF Definitions
>National Data Services
• A service that provides one or more data-related functions to applicable stakeholders 
and disciplines in a specific national context.
>National Data Services Framework
• A conversation with all stakeholders at all levels;
• Agreement on best-practices, standards and protocols;
• A suite of interoperable services and resources.
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Interoperability
12
Sustainability
13
Ubiquity
14
Simplicity
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2019 Summit Goals
> Learn about existing and emerging research/RDM platforms.
> Highlight the diversity in: 
• domains & disciplinary best practices;
• architecture & functionality;
• business models & approaches to sustainability.
> Discuss gaps and opportunities in the current ecosystem.
> Highlight key actions and activities to promote ongoing development, 
especially in a collaborative, national context.
> Develop a Statement/Declaration that encapsulates the discussion.
> Publish the outcomes of the 2019 NDSF Summit.
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Breakout #1: 
Building on Existing National Data Services: Gaps 
and Opportunities
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Breakout #1: Instructions
> Using the 6-part model, list the top 6 gaps/opportunities (1 for each of the 6 
model components) your group discussed that need to be addressed to 
build an effective and sustainable NDSF for Canada.
Table 6
Each person 
places up to 5 
stickers before 
noon Friday.
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Day 1 Wrap-Up
19
Social Networking and Demonstrations
(Foyer for Drinks, Food in Demo Room)
20
Day 2
Vision for a National Data Services Framework
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Breakout #2: 
2019 NDSF Summit Statement
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Instructions
> Using the Vienna Declaration as a model, add 3 statements that reflect your 
group’s discussion, and would contribute to a “Canadian NDSF Statement”.
Circle one of the leading terms to start each of your statements.
Each 
Person 
Places 
Up to 5 
Stickers 
Before 
Noon 
Friday
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NDSF 2 Outcomes
> Develop detailed description of current NDSF landscape
> Move ahead with 6 “pilot projects” to intersect with the 6-part model
> Develop recommendations for moving forward & reporting at 3rd Summit
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Example Projects/Priorities
> Document architectural details for NDSF & effective integration of 
infrastructures
> Education and training initiatives that respect domain autonomy but ensure 
access to best practices
> Identify ”core” infrastructures, develop sustainable governance and funding
> Develop a Research Dashboard with links to services and resources
> Identify trusted storage/preservation endpoints and take all through 
CoreTrustSeal, including funding for improvements
> Get agreement around a common metadata schema e.g. ISO 19115
> Senior members from RDM organizations to draft governance approach
Thank you! Questions?
